FORMATTING CHANGES MADE:
- Removed all MAGNET references in each, as we do not have a clear listing of the schools that still qualify as magnet programs per the law.
- MORGAN-MAXWELL changed to MORGAN MAXWELL
- RINCON/UNIVERSITY HS changed to RINCON HS/UHS HS
- BRICHTA ES changed to BRICHTA, as this is no longer an elementary school
- SCHUMAKER ES changed to SCHUMAKER as this is no longer an elementary school
- Moved BROADWAY (PROJ PASS HS) to CLOSED SCHOOLS – per Mr. Macias Office staff, Broadway Bridge/Project Pass students were moved back to home high schools and this program is no longer at a separate location.
- DRAKE ALT to SUPPORT FACILITIES as Drake Alt now houses other programs and not a full alternative program.
- PACE ALTERNATIVE HS to CLOSED SCHOOLS as per Mr. Macias Office staff, Broadway Bridge/Project Pass students were moved back to home high schools and this program is no longer at a separate location.
- WAKEFIELD to SUPPORT FACILITIES from Closed Schools – as this location now houses lesee’s and a family resource center.
- Wrightstown from all sheets/references as this location was sold and is no longer the property of TUSD.
- Rose ES/Wellness Ctr from all sheets/references, as the Wellness center was removed from this campus, and the school has moved into the former wellness center location with student programs.
- Removed allTUSD portables listed at Santa Cruz, St. Johns and St. Ambrose locations as the portables were sold through public auction and are no longer TUSD Property.
- Dietz Portables moved from Elementary listing to K-8 due to configuration change that TUSD Board and Court approved.
- Drachman moved from Elementary listing to K-8 due to configuration change that TUSD Board and Court approved.
- Racially concentrated schools were updated to properly reflect status as per the 40th day count.

A listing of projects that were completed and affect our FCI scoring will be provided Thursday afternoon, as we verify the scoring changes made by all category managers responsible.
- Palo Verde Electric service score was improved due to electrical upgrades made during fall of fy 15/16.

Richey portables will be confirmed as removed with Asset Management in morning of 4/28/2016 and removed from listing if applicable.